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System description by comparison
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predictable
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publishing



Introduction
MOLTO’s goals & challenges

MOLTO’s mission is to develop a set of tools for
translating texts between multiple languages in real
time with high quality.
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A functional programming language.
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A definition of a parsing and generation operations.

Concrete syntaxes for many languages related by a
common abstract syntax.
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Multilingual translation system
Translation with GF

Abstract Syntax

Nat : Set
Odd : Exp -> Prop
Gt : Exp -> Exp -> Prop
Sum : Exp -> Exp

Concrete Syntax (ENG)

Nat = ”number”
Odd x = ”x is odd”
Gt x y = ”x is greater than y”
Sum x = ”the sum of x”

Concrete Syntax (CAT)

Nat = ”número”
Odd x = ”x és senar”
Gt x y = ”x és més gran que y”
Sum x = ”la suma de x”

par
sin

g

Every even number that is greater
than 0 is the sum of two odd numbers

linearisation

Cada número parell que és més gran
que 0 és la suma de dos números senars

Concrete Syntax (SPA)

Nat = ”número”
Odd x = ”x es senar”
Gt xy =”x es más grande que y”
Sum x = ”la suma de x”Concrete Syntax (GER)

Nat = ”Zahl”
Odd x = ”x ist ungerade”
Gt x y = ”x ist grösser als y”
Sum x = ”die Summe von x”
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OWL ontologies.
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Information retrieval from ontologies in multiple natural
languages.

! Museum case data are already in OWL.
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to the work in the Spanish

project OPEN-MT2.

! The patents case is a quasi-open domain suitable for it.
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GF translation is high quality, thus there is no need of SMT
when GF parses the input and generates a complete
translation.

3.1 Baseline combination

Fall-back / back-off / cascaded approach, i.e., use pure
SMT whenever GF fails to produce a translation of the source
sentence or a source phrase.
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Multilingual translation system
Hybrid GF-SMT system

3.2 Hard integration

Fix translation phrases produced by the partial GF analyses
in a probabilistic decoding.

!
It constraints the search space with secure

translations of some phrases, but GF predictions

do not really interact with the SMT model.
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3.3 Soft integration

GF scored partial output as new features in SMT decoding.

logP(e|f ) ∼ λlm logP(e) + λg logP(f |e) + λd logP(e|f )

+λdi logPdi (e, f ) + λw logw(e)+λGFlog PGF(e|f)

But, some requirements are needed:

GF predictions have to be probabilistic.

Phrase pairs without prediction must be complemented.
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Final notes
In summary

Scale up grammar-
based interlingual
translation with
GF from a set of

successful experiments
to a productive toolLink GF grammars

with web ontology
standards and exploit

ontologies in translation

Find useful ways
of combining GF
with statistical

translation methods

Three innovations.



Final notes
Results

Three families of results.

A tool for creating domain-specific translation systems.

A set of tools for translators and the general public to
translate documents.

Three extensive case studies (mathematical exercises,
biomedical patents, museum objects).



Final notes
Results

MOLTO software will be released as open-source
software under GNU LGPL license, except for the
patent translator which will be exploited by one of the
partner companies.



Final notes
Thanks!

GRÀCIES!

More about MOLTO at

http://www.molto-project.eu/
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Cases of study in depth
Mathematical exercises

Enhance the multilingual mathematical GF library by adding a
grammar for commanding a Computer Algebra System by
natural language imperative sentences. Using ontologies to
describe word problems, the system will be able to carry out a
dialog with the student solving the problem.



Cases of study in depth
Museum object descriptions

Build an ontology-based multilingual grammar starting from a
CRM ontology for artifacts at Gothenburg City Museum.
The prototype will be tested for cross-language retrieval and
representation, and for automatic generation of Wikipedia-like
articles for museum artifacts in 5 languages.



Cases of study in depth
Biomedical and pharmaceutical patents

Create a commercially viable prototype of a system for
multilingual translation and cross-language retrieval of patent
abstracts and claims in at least 3 languages.
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